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Introduction
Model-driven engineering (MDE) involves the development and evolution of complex models. To manage this complexity, models are usually decomposed in several smaller models. Different criteria can be considered for decomposition: a concern-driven decomposition (e.g., aspect-oriented modelling), decomposition according to views (e.g., UML proposes several views to build a model), an object-oriented decomposition (where packages can provide a manageable unit for modelling), etc.
Once a large model is decomposed in smaller models that are easier to manage, it is possible to work on these models. These models can be discussed, refined, checked or simulated. Then when modellers have enough confidence in the correctness of the smaller models, it is necessary to compose them. The result of the composition is used to check the consistency of all the sub-models and also to validate global properties expected on the system's model.
In this work, we are interested in model composition in the specific context of the KerTheme approach. KerTheme [1] is an extension of the Theme/UML [2] aspect-oriented modeling approach. KerTheme supports the specification concern models that are identified during requirement analysis. KerTheme distinguishes two different concern types: base and aspect concerns. At the modeling level, a base concern represents behaviors that are not crosscutting. An aspect concern represents behaviors that are primarily crosscutting. KerTheme introduces a kerTheme module that can be used to represent a concern at the modeling level.
A kerTheme model consists of two distinct views of a concern. One view, specified as executable class diagrams (ECDs) models the structure of the concern and the behaviour of operations that are necessary to execute this concern. The second view is a scenario that models global interactions between entities present in the model. These two views aim at describing the behaviours at two different levels (global interactions and local behaviour of objects); they also aim at building confidence in the kerTheme model by checking the consistency between these two views [1] .
In this paper, we propose a mechanism that supports two paradigms for composition of each view on kerTheme models. The first paradigm for composition is called a merge. It is a symmetric composition of two base concern models. For merging two models, we need to have mechanisms for identifying common elements in both models and for defining the fusion of these elements. The second approach for composition is called weaving and is an asymmetric composition of an aspect concern with a base concern. For weaving an aspect with a base concern we need mechanisms for modelling the join points in the model where the aspect must be woven and for describing how the aspect must be woven within the base model. Thus, we propose four composition operators that can compose kerThemes in order to get a global view of the system's model. Two operators manipulate executable class diagrams: a merge operator for two base concern class diagrams and a weaving operator for a base and aspect concern class diagram. Two operators manipulate scenarios: merge of two base concern scenarios and weaving of a base and aspect scenario.
In section 2, we discuss the KerTheme approach for model decomposition through an example. In section 3, we present the two merging operators for executable class diagram and scenario views of base kerThemes. In section 4, we propose two weaving operators for the two views of an aspect and a base kerTheme. Sections 5 and 6 discuss related works and conclusions. 
Motivating example
To introduce KerTheme, we illustrate the need to separate base and aspect concerns and propose several modeling view of the system at the design stage. In this section, we present the auction system 1 example: an e-commerce system that enables users to offer items for auction and place bids on items that are offered. Before users can access these facilities, they must enroll with the system. Although many concerns can be considered during the development of the Auction System, we focus on three concerns: User Interface(UI), Enrol and Persistency. The User Interface is a base concern that represents behaviors that accept and validate user information. Enrol is a base concern that represents behaviors in the enrolment process. This behavior ensures that information being used to register a new user has not been used in a previous enrolment before being added to an enrolment register. Persistency is an aspect concern that represents a crosscutting behavior that saves enrolment information to a database. The composition of these concerns defines the full enrolment process for the auction system. Each concern is designed with two views: a local design in which the behavior of each class is specified, a global design that models the coordination between the objects.
Base KerTheme
A base concern represents behaviors that are not crosscutting. Figure 1 illustrates a kerTheme model that represents the base User Interface (UI) concern from the auction system example. The UI kerTheme specifies behaviors that accept and validate user enrolment information. The UI kerTheme module is decomposed in two views: a scenario and an Executable Class Diagram 1 Auction system description: http://lgl.epfl.ch/research/fondue/casestudies/auction/index.html (ECD). The scenario specifies the interactions between objects of the concern. The ECD locally defines how the concern behaviors will execute.
ECDs are specified in the KerMeta modeling language [3] . KerMeta is an extension to the EMOF 2.0 that enables the specification of meta-model semantics and behaviors through an action language. KerMeta can be used to specify ECDs in which entities are defined as classes and relationships between entities are defined as associations. Operations defined on these classes describe the behavior of these entities. The action language is used to specify the bodies of operations and the behavioral flow through the ECD. ECDs can then be instantiated into models and operations on these models can be executed.
The UI ECD is illustrated to the right of Figure 1 . For the Controller, Guest and Validator classes, fragments of KerMeta that are used to specify these classes are illustrated in focus boxes connected to each class. For example, the Controller class contains a submit operation, which is the entry point for the UI concerns execution. The fragment of KerMeta specifying the Controller class illustrates the specification of the submit operation. This operation represents a request from a user of the system to submit information, defined by the Data class, for enrolment processing. In the body of the operation a call to guest.enrol(data) is specified.
KerTheme scenarios are specified as models analogous to UML 2.0 Sequence Diagram (SD) [8] . A SD model describes the interactions between a set of objects. As shown in [15] , SDs propose two levels of specification: At the lowest level, simple SDs describe simple communication patterns between entities of the system. These chronograms are then composed using a kind of activity diagram, called Interaction Overview Diagrams, where the control nodes specify the flow of control (including alternatives or loops) between activity nodes.
Simple sequence diagrams are used to define interactions that occur in each activity node.
The UI scenario is illustrated on the left of Figure 1 . This describes the interactions between objects that instantiate the UI concern. In this scenario, interactions are defined between instances of the Controller, Guest, Validator and View classes defined in the ECD. The sequence diagram fragments in activity nodes reflect the calls that are expected when the operations defined in the ECD are executed. There are three activity nodes in the scenario. One that specifies the submit(data) call on the controller object and the subsequent guest.enrol(data) and validator.validate(data) calls. The remaining activity nodes specify the interactions necessary when the submitted data is valid or invalid. The flows of control are specified in the control nodes between the activity nodes. There is one control node in the scenario which, as illustrated in focus box connected to the control node, specifies the expected behavior of conditional statements during execution.
Aspect KerTheme
An aspect concern represents behaviors that are primarily crosscutting. Figure 2 illustrates a kerTheme model that represents the Persistency aspect concern from the auction system example. The Persistency kerTheme specifies behavior that saves enrolment information to a database. The Persistency kerTheme module contains a scenario and an ECD. Both of which are associated with distinct join point designation specifications.
The Persistency ECD illustrated on the right side of Figure 2 defines three main classes: Persistency, Aspect 2 and Database. The Persistency class inherits from the Aspect class. This flags that the Persistency class contains behaviors that are crosscutting. In general, the class that inherits from Aspect is called the crosscutting class. The Persistency class contains a _post method. In KerMeta a method overrides an operation. The _post method overrides the _post operation defined in the Aspect class. As illustrated in the Aspect class KerMeta fragment, the Aspect class is an abstract class that defines _pre, _proceed and _post operations. These operations define how a join point is crosscut (before, around and after) and are overridden to specify crosscutting behavior. By overriding the _post operation, we specify that any join point that is applied to the Persistency kerTheme will execute Persistency behavior after the join point has executed. The body of the _post method, as we can see from the KerMeta fragment connected to the Persistency class, specifies a call to the executeInsert operation on an instance of the Database class. This operation inserts the data into the database and calls the Persistency.acknowledge operation when successfully completed. Within the body of the acknowledge operation a call on the database to commit the data into the database is specified.
The bottom left hand compartment of the Persistency kerTheme illustrates a join point designation that specifies selection criteria for join points that will be applied to the persistency behavior specified in the Persistency._post method. The criteria specifies that calls to an operation with a signature that matches add(data : Data) on any instance of the Register class are considered join points during model execution.
The Persistency scenario is illustrated in the top left compartment of the Persistency kerTheme presented in Figure 2 . This describes the expected behavioral flow when the Persistency model is executed. The scenario begins with a call to the add operation on a register Figure 2 . Persistency kerTheme object from some object (represented as *). Subsequent calls to executeInsert, acknowledge and commit operations are executed after add to ensure the data argument to the add call is persisted. The middle compartment on the left of the Persistency kerTheme presented in Figure 2 illustrates a join point designation that specifies selection criteria for join points within the expected behavior represented in the scenario. These criteria specify that add operation calls made by a register object on itself are join points.
Base-Base Merging
The composition of base/base kerthemes is performed through a merging operator. Merge operator is a symmetric 1 to 1 composition operator (two base models). It is an operator that fusions two model elements that represent different views on the same concept (in both input models) into one new model element that represents the merge of those views. This section formalizes the merge operator for ECD and scenarios.
ECD Base-Base Merging
ECD composition involves the unification of common elements in the ECDs being merged. The composition of ECDs is based on a generic merge framework proposed in previous work [4] . In this paper, we formalize this framework and show how to use it for base/base and aspect/base kertheme compositions. The merge framework provides a default merge behavior when "no conflicts" exist between ECDs to be merged. The default behavior defines directives which include:
• The members of classes with the same identifier should be unified into one composite class with this identifier. Identifier of each model element type is specified in Table 1 .
•
Members of the same identifier should be unified into a single representation In the following, we present first the conflict detection, then we introduce a mechanism for conflict resolution. Finally, we detail the process for using the merge operator for ECDs. a
Conflict detection formalization
The conflict detection is based on the following mechanism. First, two elements that have the same identifier are detected (summed up in the Table 1 ). When two model elements have the same identifier, they form a candidate match. Next, the signatures of elements that match are compared. Each element has a signature which defines a strict equivalence between two model elements. When signatures of two matching elements are not equal, a conflict is detected. In the following, we define the signatures for each model elements and all possible conflicts. ∑ type represents a set of typed model element.
Identifier Package Name Class Name + Package Name Method Name + Number of parameters + Class name + Package Name Property Name + Class name + Package Name Association Roles Name + Type of Connection Ends 
Kind Kind Visibility Visibility 
Conflict resolution
The framework supports the resolution of conflicts that arise during composition. This resolution can be parameterized to allow the designer to define composition specifications that describe how specific conflicts should be resolved. The composition framework is based on a strategy design pattern [5] as illustrated in Figure 3 . Resolution strategies for specific conflicts are encapsulated in modules called ConflictFixers which can be specified or extended and plugged into the framework. The role of ConflictFixers can be compared to the role of composition directives proposed by Straw et al. [6] . ConflictFixers are defined by implementing a model transformation that modifies the input models to suppress the conflict. ConflictFixers in this framework provide support for finegrained parameterization of the merge operator that can be used to override the default semantics of the merge where and when appropriate.
Some predefined ConflictFixers can be used directly in the composition framework. For example, if the framework detects conflicts between visibility of properties that match. Designers can configure the framework to keep the more restrictive or less restrictive 
Process for ECD base-base merging
Based on the conflict detection and resolution mechanisms, the process for merging ECDs is decomposed in four phases: 1. Designers implement specific composition semantics by implementing the interface ConflictFixers as presented in the Figure 3 . This ConflictFixer consumes an exception through the method solveConflict. This exception provides two pieces of information: its type and two references on the model elements that are involved in the conflict. 2. Next, designers register their own ConflictFixer into the ConflictSolver. 3. ConflictFixers are used to resolve composition issues.
To illustrate an example of composition issue, let us consider two classes (with the same signature) that both have concrete operations with signatures match. When the framework finds this composition issue, it raises an OverloadingOperationException as illustrated in Figure 4 . A previously registered ConflictFixer: OverloadingOperationFixer modifies the ECDs to solve the conflict. Resolution can be achieved by renaming these operations in each ECD. Then a new operation is generated in one ECD that calls these methods in a defined order 3 . When, the ConflictFixer has fixed a conflict, it sets the isFixed property of the Exception to true. Then, the ConflictSolver tries to find other conflicts to solve. 4. When all conflicts have been detected and solved, the default merge behavior is applied. Fig  Figure 3 . Composition framework structure 
Sequence Diagram Base-Base Merging
The base-base SD merging mainly consists in the merge of one base behavior with the other at special points explicitly specified by the user. We identify three different kinds of base-base merge operators which can be useful for the user:
1. An amalgamated sum [7] which merges two SDs sharing common elements. 2. A sequential composition [8] which composes sequentially two SDs along their common lifeline. 3. An inclusion which includes a SD M1 in another SD M2. These three merge operators will be detailed below. To use the same notation for the three operators, the merging of two SDs M1 and M2 is denoted M1 f + g M2.
a
The Amalgamated Sum
When two SDs depict different viewpoints of the same behavior, one feels the need for a merge operation that would glue the two scenarios to produce a result that contains both operands without creating copies of similar elements. This operator cannot be expressed by means of traditional composition operators. Consequently, we propose the use of a symmetric merge operator for SDs called amalgamated sum.
In Klein et al. [7] , the amalgamated sum is initially defined using Message Sequence Charts (MSCs) [9] , but since the semantics of UML 2.X SDs are largely inspired by MSCs, the scenario merger can be easily adapted to SD (a comparison of UML 2.x SD and MSCs is discussed by Haugen [10] ).
The main idea of an amalgamated sum of two SDs S1 and S2 is to yield a new SD S which is composed of the common elements of S1 and S2, plus the non-common elements of S1 and S2. The amalgamated sum of two SDs S1 and S2 is denoted S1l f + g S2. The user has to specify a third SD S0, and two morphisms f (from S0 to S1) and g (from S0 to S2) to specify the common elements between S1 and S2.
In Figure 5 , the SD M represents the result of the merge of M1 and M2. Considering M1 and M2 as two partial observations of the same system, we want to produce a behavior that contains M1 and M2. Let us also suppose that even if M1 and M2 have different object sets and some common messages with different name, the object user in M2 and the object sender in M1 represent the same object in the system, and the message ack in M1 and the message ok in M2 are the same. Intuitively, merging M1 and M2 then amounts to inserting the message work between data emission and ack reception in M1, and renaming the objects and the messages by keeping the names specified in M0.
Formally, the merge consists in the definition of an "interface" that identifies the common elements in M1 and M2 and renames them. For our example, this is done using a new SD M0 and two morphisms f:M0→M1 and g:M0→M2. The morphism f associates the objects user and medium of M0 to respectively the objects sender and medium of M1, but also the messages data and ack of M0 to respectively the messages data and ack of M1. The morphism g associates the objects user and medium of M0 to respectively the objects user and medium of M2, but also the messages data and ack of M0 to respectively the messages data and ok of M2. With f and g, an element e1 of M1 is identified as common with an element e2 of M2 whether e1 and e2 have the same antecedent by f and g, i.e., f -1 (e1)=g -1 (e2). Finally, we obtain the result M by adding the common elements of M1 and M2 by keeping the names specified in M0, then by adding the remaining elements of M1 and the remaining elements of M2.
Note that an amalgamated sum can yield SD with areas called coregion ( [8] , p. 485). A coregion is an area of a lifeline where the events (message emission or reception) are not ordered. For instance, if the message work of M2 in Figure 5 occurred on the object medium instead of the object user, the resulting SD M would contain a coregion between the messages data and ack on the object medium meaning that the message work and the sending of the message info are non-ordered.
Note also that the amalgamated sum of two SDs M1 and M2 is not always a well-formed SD because an event of M1 (message emission or reception) can both precede and succeed an event of M2 (causal dependency cycle). Helouet et al. [11] show that the checking of the compatibility between two amalgamated SDs is equivalent to the detection of the strongly connected components of a graph (which can be done with the Tarjan algorithm [12] in a polynomial time). 
Figure 6. Examples of Sequential Composition
To use the same notation as the amalgamated sum and to propose a symmetric operator, the sequential composition of a SD M1 with a SD M2 will be noted: M1
+ 2 M2 (= M2 2 + M= M1• M2).
The morphisms f and g are simply replaced with the numbers 1 and 2, the number 1 indicating the behavior which occurs in first. Examples of sequential composition are depicted in Figure 6 .
c The Inclusion
The inclusion operator allows the inclusion of a SD N in another SD M at points explicitly specified by the user. The inclusion of N (called the included SD) in M (called the target SD) is noted M f + g N, where the morphism associated to the included SD (g in our case) is a "null" morphism. The user has to specify a third SD M0, and a morphism from M0 to the target SD (f in our case) to specified the place where N has to be included. Formally, f defines a cut of SD [11] . A cut partitions a SD M into two SDs M1 and M2. The cut is a valid cut whether the two SDs M1 and M2 are well-formed, i.e., a valid cut of a SD M is a cut that allows to partition M without cutting any messages.
Aspect-Base Weaving
The aspect/base kerTheme composition is not exactly of the same nature than the base/base kerTheme composition. This composition is based on a weaving operator. This is an asymmetric 1-n composition operator (one aspect model and n elements in the base model) that enhances the behaviour of n model elements in the source model with an additional behaviour modelled in the aspect model. Generally, the weaving process is decomposed into two phases: (1) a phase of detection, where a part of an aspect (called pointcut) is used as a predicate to find all the areas in a base model where the aspects have to be woven; and (2) a phase of composition, where a second part of the aspect (called advice) is composed in the base model at the previously detected areas (called join points).
Contrary to the merge operator for two base models (presented in the previous section) where the user explicitly specified where both base models had to be merged, a crucial characteristic of the aspect weaving is that users do not explicitly indicate where the aspect has to be composed: they specify pointcuts which automatically determinate through the join point detection mechanism where the aspect has to be composed. According to Kiczales [13] , the pointcuts definition language probably has the most relevant role in the success of the aspect-oriented technology, but most of the solutions proposed so far are too tied to the syntax of the programs manipulated.
This section formalizes the weaving operator for the composition of ECDs and scenarios.
ECD Aspect-Base Weaving
The ECD aspect/base kerTheme composition is more complex than the ECD base/base kerTheme composition defined in Section 3.1. This composition operation is an extension of the merge framework presented in Section 3.1. When designers define an aspect kerTheme, they do not know the base kerTheme to which it will be applied. The Aspect class contains operations which define how a selected join point is crosscut (before, around or after).
For example, in the Persistency example, a call to the database is performed after the join point as illustrated in Figure 2 . When the join points are selected with a join point designation expression, the weaving is a transformation process performed in five steps. 1. First the Aspect class in the aspect kerTheme is flattened with the crosscutting class (the Persistency class in the example of Section 3.3). Flattening is the process of removing the Aspect class which is merely a placeholder for specifying when crosscutting behaviors should execute at a join point. This flattening step results in one class containing the (pre, post, proceed) crosscutting operations of the Aspect class that are not overridden. In our example, the persistency class contains a pre, proceed and post operation. 2. Next, join points are selected from base kerThemes by the ECD join point designator. For each join point selected, a copy of the crosscutting class is generated. This generated class is renamed with the name of the class in which the join point operation is defined. In our example, the Persistency class is named to Register as the join point operation is defined on the Register class. The _pre, _proceed and _post operations in this class are also renamed. The join point operation name is appended to _pre and _post operations and replaces "proceed" in the _proceed operation. _pre is renamed to the name of the join point named X in the rest of this section. The _proceed is renamed to _X. The _post operation is renamed to _postX. In our example, the crosscutting class contains at least three operations: X (old pre), _X (proceed), postX (old post). At this point, the aspect kerTheme has become a base kerTheme and the process of base kerTheme composition begins. 3. The third step represents the first conflict resolution phases. The merge operator is used. A conflict is detected between both operations X of the aspect class and the join point class. A fixer renames both operations. The join point operation is renamed by prepending an underscore to the start of its name. The Persistency_add represents the old proceed operation, it calls the _postadd operation. Other fixers can adapt the models if other operations or properties are in conflict. 5. Finally, the merge operator unifies the two base ECDs using the default merge defined in the merge framework.
For the Persistency example, the result of the transformation is presented in the left of Figure 8 . 
Sequence Diagram Aspect-Base Weaving
For weaving base and aspect scenarios, we use the semantic-based scenario weaver proposed in our previous work [14] , where the weaving is based on the dynamic semantics of the models used. The scenarios are modeled with Message Sequence Charts (MSCs), but the scenario weaver can be easily adapted to SD as shown in [15] .
With this scenario weaver, an aspect is defined as a pair of SDs, one SD for the pointcut (specification of the behavior to detect), and the second one for an advice representing the expected behavior at the join point. Similarly to Aspect-J, where an aspectual behavior can be inserted 'around', 'before' or 'after' a join point, an advice may indifferently complete the matched behavior, replace it with a new behavior, or remove it entirely to create composed behavior. More formally, the composition of the advice in the base model at the join point is just a Note that when an aspect is defined with sequence diagrams, some advantages related to sequence diagrams are preserved. In particular, it is easy to express a pointcut as a sequence of messages.
An example of this approach is presented in Figure 9 . The base SD represents a customer log on a server. The customer tries to log in but he fails. The server answers to try again and the customer makes a new attempt which either succeeds or fails. The aspect specified in Figure 9 consists of the pointcut and the advice. For each message exchange starting with the message log_in() between an user and a server, the SD weaver adds the message notify() and the message update() on an object of type Display. The result of the weaving is depicted in Figure 10 . One of the difficulties in weaving SDs is that dynamic behavior needs to be woven at modeling time. Therefore, we need to statically find where the join points are in the base behavior. While this can be trivially implemented with a syntactic match for simple SDs, the hierarchical nature of UML 2.0 SD (similar to HMSCs [9] ) makes it necessary to address the problem at the semantic level [14] with static analysis techniques such as loop unrolling, etc.
Klein et al. [15] propose a weaver that has been extended to facilitate the weaving of several aspects at a same join point. For that, a new interpretation for pointcuts has been proposed to allow join points to match them more flexibly, the idea being to allow join points to match a pointcut even when some extra-messages occur in between.
However, with this new way of specifying join points, the composition of the advice with the detected part could not any longer be a replacement of the detected part by the advice. The events (or the messages) of the join point which are not specified within the pointcut thus had to be considered and composed with the behavior specified within the advice. A new formal definition for such a composition operator, called left amalgamated sum, has been proposed [15] . The left amalgamated sum of two SDs M1 and M2 is denoted M1 f |+ g M2. It is inspired by the amalgamated sum described in Section 3, but with f |+ g , the left operand (usually the base SD) has not the same role as the right operand (usually the aspect SD). Consequently, the left amalgamated sum is no longer a symmetric (or commutative) composition operator. We call base SD and aspect SD respectively the left and right operand of the left amalgamated sum
As with the amalgamated sum, the common elements between the base and aspect SDs are identified with two morphisms and a third SD. But contrary to the amalgamated sum where the names of the common elements are defined by the names of the elements of the "interface" M0, with the left amalgamated sum, the names of the common elements are defined by the names of the elements of the base SD. Moreover, except for the common elements, the events (or the messages) of the aspect SD will always form a "block" around which the events of the base SD will be added. More details on the left amalgamated sum can be found in our previous work [15] .
Related Work
In the Aspect Oriented Modeling, the composition of the different concern models identified in the early stage of the development process is an important issue when building a model with aspects. Main works consist in being able to compose UML diagrams. For example, France et al [16] have developed a systematic approach for composing class diagrams in which a default composition procedure based on name matching can be customized by userdefined composition directives. These directives constrain how class diagrams are composed. The framework identifies automatically conflicts between models that have to be composed and it solves them thanks to the composition directives. Composition directives address the weaving only from the structural point of view. It considers the composition as a model transformation. Besides, it is a symmetric AOM approach in which they do not differentiate between aspect and base. Consequently, they do not provide currently a pointcut language to manage the composition. Finally, they only manage the composition of the class diagram structure.
Close to model composition directives, Muller et al [17] proposes a way to build an information system with parameterized models. They use a model composition operator to combine models and highlight the face that model parameterization allows the reuse of models in multiple contexts. They outline the needs to compose parameterized models and apply them to a system according to alternative and coherent ordering rules. However, as model composition directive, their work can only compose class diagram and can not compose dynamic diagram. Besides, they use a symmetric approach mainly used to design functional aspect. It can be difficult to model an aspect that crosscut several parts of the system.
Less connected with UML, Roberto Lopez-Herrejon et al [18] proposed an approach based on algebraic foundations. In their work, aspects are seen as a "program/model transformation function", or a function that maps programs/models to programs/models, and the effects of the weaving process can be understood in terms of algebraic transformations. Around this definition, theoretical properties (commutativity, associativity and identity) are assigned to aspect compositions, and rules are generated (in ex. precedence rules for compositions). This allows to reason about composition, exposing its problems and leading to a partial solution for aspect reusability and problems that derive from the weaving process. The kertheme composition operator can be seen as a practical approach of this problem.
In the same idea, several works consider model composition as a kind of model transformation (e.g. Baudry et al. [19] ). In the model transformation domain, the correctness of the transformation is often a critical issue. Then, the aim of the different approaches presented in this section is to safely compose model. KerTheme, by providing a parallel composition operator provides a way to validate the composition.
Conclusion and Perspective
In this paper we have proposed four model composition operator in the context of the KerTheme approach for aspect-oriented modeling. This approach models separate concerns as kerThemes that are defined with two views: an executable class diagram that models the structure and the behavior of objects in a concern; a scenario that models the interactions between objects in a concern. We have defined two merge operators for composing the ECDs and scenarios of two base kerThemes. We have also defined a weaving operator that composes the ECDs and scenarios of an aspect and a base kerTheme.
In our future work, we want to run empirical studies to validate these composition operators. Then we plan to study the testability of the kerTheme models. Indeed, the two views for each kerTheme provide the necessary basis for checking the consistency between these views through testing. The composition operators are prerequisite for the testing activity since it is necessary to build a global view on the system's model for validation.
